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Hundreds of Website Visitors Sign Up to  
Review New Bible Translation 

 
Leawood, Kansas – October 9, 2017 – The Readable Bible, a new translation that presents the Scripture 
in modern formats, is attracting hundreds of Christian leaders and lay people who want to be involved in 
its development. When The Readable Bible editorial team decided to invite friends and business 
contacts to proofread and comment on pre-publication proofs, they expected the normal one- to two-
percent response. Over 80 people signed up.  
 
Next, the team opened up the review process to website visitors. Over 25 percent have been signing up 
each week and the list has grown to close to 300. Pastors, professors, ministry leaders and Christians 
from all walks of life are joining together to help make The Readable Bible the most readable Bible ever.  
 
Lisa Parnell, managing editor of The Readable Bible, says “After filtering out repetitious comments and 
corrections, we have hundreds of comments worth considering for each Bible book.”  
 
Rodney S. Laughlin, founder of The Readable Bible, said, “Though it will slow down the process some, 
the quality of comments demands that we consider them and use them to increase both the readability 
and approachability of The Readable Bible. We are thrilled that so many people know so much about 
God’s Word and want to contribute to an edition in modern formats.” 
 
About The Readable Bible 
The Readable Bible is Scripture in today’s formats, the way it would look if Moses, David, Paul and the 
other recorders of Scripture were sitting at a computer when God spoke to them. It is primarily a word-
for-word translation with footnoted thought-for-thought translations when needed for easier 
readability. Unlike most Bibles that present text in difficult-to-read paragraph blocks, The Readable Bible 
presents the 27 types of information in Scripture in 17 modern formats, making the Bible as readable 
and approachable as any popular nonfiction book.  
 
About Rod Laughlin 
Rod Laughlin holds a Master of Divinity degree from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary. He has 
served the Lord as a Christian businessman, pastor and Bible teacher. Today his primary work is leading 
the development of The Readable Bible. 
 
For more information and images go to www.readablebible.com/mediakit  
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